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Samantha and Mason are together. Everyone knows it. Not everyone is dealing with it. While

Masonâ€™s ready to give them the middle finger, thereâ€™s one not going away. Her mother.

Threats are issued. Ultimatums are given. Even blackmail is used, but only Samantha can put a

stop to Analise. However, when a trauma from her past is triggered, she may not have the courage

or strength to do whatâ€™s needed. If she doesnâ€™t, Masonâ€™s future could be destroyed.
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Tijan delivers another winner with this sequel to Fallen Crest High.The story continues during their

break from school. Sam makes the decision to register at Fallen Crest Public and join their track

team, but before that can happen she has to deal with her family issues. If you thought you hated

her mom when you read the first book, then you will (as my friend the Grinch said), LOATHE HER

BEYOND ALL REASON when you read this book. Sam seems to start having panic attacks more

frequently as she starts reliving memories from her past with her mother. I see a whole lot of the

bigger picture now and why Sam is why she is and why she uses running to escape her mom and

her own mind. Sam has to figure out how to work with her mother (or at least work around her) to

keep her from trying to destroy her relationship with Mason.Mason. Mason. Mason. What do I say



about this boy? He's unerringly devoted to Sam. That boy has it so bad for her that she's his

number one priority and he would give up his own family for her. Him and Sam are perfect for each

other IMO. They're not big chatty people and they read each other well without having to say

anything. I love how much Mason is determined to protect Sam but at the same time let her be. The

dynamic and the heat between Sam and Mason is off the charts. Can you say lustful teenagers? lol.

Just a look or a touch gets them hot for each other instantly! He makes some dramatic decisions

that affect the girls she'll be going to school with and Sam has to find some friends to stand with her

against her new enemies when she starts school at Public."I want the best for you. I don't want to

keep you imprisoned to me. I want you to reach your fullest, find friends who really care about you,

get a job that you like.

If you are like me, you absolutely loved Fallen Crest High. I read FCH at the end of 2012, so I was

extremely bummed when I found out I was going to have to wait a whole year to get Fallen Crest

Public. Imagine my surprise when I see that there was a name change for book 2 (originally Fallen

Crest Public) to Fallen Crest Family and it was releasing 6 months earlier. Now, imagine me doing a

happy dance because thats pretty much what happened.A few months back, I decided I wanted to

read the chapters for Fallen Crest Public that were made available online. I believe it was four

chapters, but I can't remember, it's been awhile. Anyway, I was expecting Fallen Crest Family to be

similar. Samantha dealing with everyone knowing about her relationship with Mason and her

building a relationship with her real father, Garrett. Nope, thats not even close to what this book is

about, so hang on you are about board the crazy train.I have to admit that I was pretty disappointed

with this book, as you can see by the 2 star rating. It is a combination of the story itself and the

direction the plot went, but also a big part in the characters. For the most part, you can take

everything you think you know about Mason, Sam and Analise and toss it right out the window.This

book felt forced to me. It was like trying to fit an extra piece into a puzzle after it was already

completed. Things didn't seem to fit together no matter how much the author tried to force them in.

Yes, we see some obvious disfunction in FCH, but I need there to be a little warning before not just

one, but two main characters do a complete 180.Samantha- where to go with this one? I loved her

in FCH because she was tough and seemed immune to the immature behavior of her classmates.
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